Performing attention-demanding tasks concurrently with timing distorts estimated durations. In studies reviewed, consistent interference between timing in the range of seconds and concurrent memory search was found, but no interference with visual search, switching or activation from long-term memory. We underscore the similarity between this pattern and results observed in research on complex span, a measure of working memory capacity. According to an executive attention view of working memory capacity, high-working memory capacity individuals are better at maintaining goals, a useful ability in timing. Another group of studies shows that expectancy interfered with timing, similarly to memory processing. Implicit timing is the source of interference in those studies, an influence that must be considered in timing studies on interference effects.
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Introduction
Perceived duration of a stimulus is influenced by its duration and by other things such as valence or arousal [1] [2] [3] , size [4, 5] , meaning [6] , context [7, 8] , and concurrent tasks [9, 10] . The influence of nontemporal features on estimated duration is often explained by attentional factors and tested in studies on the 'interference effect'. This refers to changes in perceived duration when demanding nontemporal processing is performed during duration estimation. Estimated durations typically range in seconds. The interference effect is one of the most consistent effects found in human timing studies [11] . Performing attention-demanding tasks concurrently with timing usually distorts estimated durations, but some processes do not interfere with timing. It was proposed that processes especially likely to interfere are executive processes such as coordination, integrating information and scheduling [12] .
We begin by reviewing interference on timing from concurrent working memory processes, and then review interference from expectancy. Interference studies are highly task and stimulus sensitive [13 ,14] , so we discuss studies in which participants are well trained at reproducing a single time interval. With precision and stability in timing performance thus achieved, influence of very specific manipulations is detected.
Timing and working memory: concurrent processing studies
The first studies contrast effects of various manipulations on concurrent time productions. In one study detailed below, increasing set size in a Sternberg memory task lengthened time intervals produced concurrently, whereas increasing set size in a visual search task did not. The conclusion was that memory search interrupted timing in the concurrent processing condition, but visual search did not. This logic is based on a prevalent information-processing model of timing as attention-controlled accumulation of temporal information [15] [16] [17] [18] 19 ]. In this model, at the onset of an interval to be timed, an internal source of temporal information, a pacemaker, emits pulses transferred to an accumulator through an attention-controlled gate. The current pulse count in working memory is compared with a previously stored criterion in reference memory. When the count reaches the criterion, a decision is made about the time estimate, triggering a response ending the interval in time production. Since memory search lengthened concurrent time production, the interpretation was that timing is disrupted by concurrent memory search because both require some common resource, thus postponing the end of production as illustrated in Figure 1 . In contrast, visual search did not interrupt the accumulation and was performed in parallel with timing [10, 20] .
In the studies reported below, error rates in nontemporal tasks concurrent with timing were equalized through feedback, eliminating a speed-accuracy trade-off explanation for different effects on concurrent timing.
Memory search and visual search
In a first study [20] , four search tasks were executed in single-task RT control conditions and in concurrent timing conditions. Briefly, a participant was first trained at 
